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Abstract6

We discuss recent progresses in computational studies of membrane proteins

based on physical models with parameters derived from bioinformatics anal-

ysis. We describe computational identification of membrane proteins and

prediction of their topology from sequence, discovery of sequence and spatial

motifs, and implications of these discoveries. The detection of evolutionary

signal for understanding the substitution pattern of residues in the TM seg-

ments and for sequence alignment are also discussed. We further discuss

empirical potential functions for energetics of inserting residues in the TM

domain, for interactions between TM helices or strands, and their applica-

tions in predicting lipid-facing surfaces of the TM domain. Recent progresses

in structure predictions of membrane proteins are also reviewed, with further

discussions on calculation of ensemble properties such as melting temperature

based on simplified state space model. Additional topics include prediction

of oligomerization state of membrane proteins, identification of the interfaces

for protein-protein interactions, and design of membrane proteins.
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interaction, protein design9

1. Introduction10

Membrane proteins account for about 20% to 30% of all proteins encoded11

in a typical genome (1; 2). They play central roles in transport of nutrients12

and metabolites, and in signaling of regulatory networks (3; 4; 5). A ma-13

jor obstacle in studying membrane proteins is the difficulty in experimental14

determination of their three dimensional structures. Computational studies15

of membrane proteins can compliment experimental studies and have made16

significant strides. In this review, we discuss recent work based on analysis of17

sequences and structures of membrane proteins, as well as important under-18

standings gained from these studies on the physical processes of membrane19

protein assembly. An overview of the scope of studies surveyed in this review20

is shown in Fig 1, in the form of a diagram of the central dogma of molecular21

biology, in which different aspects where computational studies have made22

important contributions are depicted.23

2. Identification of Membrane Proteins and Prediction of Their24

Topology25

2.1. Predicting membrane proteins26

It was discovered very early on that the presence of stretches of hydropho-27

bic residues in a protein sequence is a good indicator that this sequence en-28

codes a membrane protein (6). Because most transmembrane helices are29

hydrophobic, they appear as periodic stretches of non-polar amino acids30

of length 17-25 in the primary sequence. These stretches of hydrophobic31
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residues cross the lipid membrane multiple times, and are connected by loops32

containing more polar residues. Such periodicity of hydrophobicity can be33

easily detected, and early methods for membrane protein prediction are based34

on calculation of a hydrophobicity index of residues within a window sliding35

along the protein sequence (6; 7).36

A major source of misclassification with this approach is the existence of37

signal peptides important for targeting proteins for export. Signal peptide38

contains a hydrophobic region that can easily be mistaken for a transmem-39

brane segment (8). Another source of difficulty is due to C-terminal pep-40

tides that are cleaved upon glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchoring, as41

these peptides are also often hydrophobic (9). An effective solution is to42

pre-process sequences by deleting signal peptides and cleaved peptides, both43

can be predicted accurately (10; 11; 12).44

Predicting β-barrel membrane proteins is more challenging. Although45

residues facing the lipid membrane are predominantly hydrophobic, those46

facing the interior of the barrel can be quite polar (13). Unlike helical mem-47

brane proteins, there are no clear stretches of hydrophobic residues in their48

primary sequences.49

2.2. Predicting Topology of Membrane Proteins50

Many modern methods for identification of membrane proteins are based51

on techniques from machine learning and can also predict the topology of52

membrane proteins. The topology of a membrane protein refers to the num-53

ber of transmembrane segments and the sidedness of the terminal ends of54

the protein, namely, whether the N - and C-end is on the non-translocated55

side or on the translocated side.56
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The topology of helical membrane protein can be predicted with high ac-57

curacy. Most prediction methods are based on processing multiple-sequence58

alignment data using machine-learning techniques such as neural networks (14;59

15), Hidden Markov models (16; 17; 18; 19; 20), and support vector ma-60

chines (21). The well-known “positive-inside” rule (22; 23; 24), namely, Arg61

and Lys residues are enriched in loops on the non-translocated side across62

the membrane compared to the translocated side, greatly aids in the devel-63

opment of these machine learning methods (22; 23; 24). For large scale pre-64

diction, recent experimentation using the consensus of many single-sequence65

based prediction methods also showed promise, which dispenses with time-66

consuming multiple-sequence alignments and are better suited for genome-67

scale predictions (25). For β-barrel membrane proteins, despite the lack of68

clear hydrophobic stretches of residues in the primary sequences, machine69

learning methods can now predict outer membrane proteins also very accu-70

rately (see (26) and (27)).71

An approach alternative to machine learning is to predict membrane pro-72

teins and their topology based on physical considerations. This approach73

gives more mechanistic insight and is based on the fact that membrane pro-74

tein folding and sorting are driven by physical processes. Using the scale75

of measured free energy contributions of inserting individual amino acids at76

different positions of the TM helices into the endoplasmic reticulum mem-77

brane (28), a simple additive free-energy model was used to identify putative78

TM helices. Combined with the positive-inside rule, this approach can pre-79

dict the topology of α-helical membrane proteins accurately based on physical80

principles (29).81
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For β-barrel membrane protein, there are several characteristic observa-82

tions that can help to determine their topology. First, the periplasmic loops83

are always short compared to extracellular loops (13), although this may not84

be true for mitochondrial and chloroplast outer membrane proteins. Second,85

there is a significant, albeit less dramatic bias in the topological sidedness86

of the distribution of charged residues. Different from the “positive-inside”87

rule for helical membrane proteins, there exists an overall “positive-outside”88

distribution. The extracellular cap region of the β-barrel membrane proteins89

are disproportionately enriched with positively charged Arg and Lys, which90

are disfavored in the periplasmic cap region (30). This is likely due to the91

asymmetric distribution of the two leaflets of the lipid bilayer, in which neg-92

atively charged lipopolysaccharides (LPS) is enriched in the outer-leaflet of93

the outer membrane (31). For gram’s negative bacteria, this “positive-out”94

rule for the outer membrane is consistent and complements the “positive-in”95

rule for the inner membrane, as both rules implies that positively charged96

residues are not favored in the periplasmic region.97

Several computational methods based on machine learning techniques can98

predict the topology of β-barrel membrane proteins well (32; 33; 34). Built99

upon earlier results (35), a recent study based on measured physicochemical100

properties of residues and empirical statistical potential is also shown to have101

excellent performance in identifying β-barrel membrane proteins (36).102
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3. Motifs in Membrane Proteins103

3.1. Sequence motifs104

The GxxxG (or GG4) motif, in which two Gly are separated by three other105

residues, was the first sequence motif discovered (37). Originally observed in106

glycophorin A, this motif mediates close interaction of TM helices (38; 37). It107

is an example of the more general small-xxx-small motif forming helical dimer108

interface. Found in many biological systems, this class of motif provides a109

general framework for transmembrane helix association (39). Recent studies110

greatly broadened our view on the existence of different types of sequence111

motifs in membrane proteins, as well as their roles in providing structural112

stabilization and in regulating biological signaling (39; 40; 41; 42).113

Computational discovery of sequence motifs of membrane proteins is a114

challenging task. Because the length of a transmembrane segment is short,115

there is strong coupling effects between the appearance of residues at one po-116

sition and its consequential absence in another position (37; 43; 30; 44). The117

discovery of the GxxxG motif is the outcome of an important development,118

namely, the formulation of a rigorous statistical treatment of what would be119

the expected frequency of various patterns of residues for a given transmem-120

brane helix (37). Prior to the study of Senes et al, widely used statistical121

models such as the Bernoulli/binomial model, the Markovian model, and the122

χ2 model do not account for this finite-size effect (45; 44). This model, sub-123

sequently termed as the permutation model (44), enables detection of very124

subtle signals even when only limited data are available. Similar permutation125

model was also later applied in studying spatial motifs in β-barrel membrane126

protein (30). Senes et al also introduced a dynamic programming method127
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that makes it possible to compute efficiently the random distribution and p-128

values essential for identifying motifs using a database of membrane protein129

structures (37).130

Subsequently, exact formulae for propensities of motifs with arbitrary131

number of residues under the permutation model were discovered, along with132

analytical formulae for p-value calculations for several types of sequence mo-133

tifs (43; 44). An improved model, called positional null model that is based134

on exhaustive permutation but also account for bias of residue at certain po-135

sitions was also developed (43; 44). Further studies showed that anti-motifs,136

which are sequence patterns that occur far less than would be expected, also137

reveal important biological information (30; 43; 44). Applications of these138

results have lead to the discovery of a large number of sequence motifs and139

antimotifs in β-barrel membrane proteins (43; 44). For example, the termi-140

nal motif YF2 was predicted to be important for recognition by periplasmic141

chaperon SurA for assisted folding (43), as mutations and deletion of the142

terminal F residue in PhoE from E. coli resulted in impairment of correct143

assembly of PhoE into the outer membrane (46). The MeMotif database144

contains many computationally derived sequence motifs for α-helical mem-145

brane proteins (47). A study of GPCRs using motifs of reduced alphabet of146

amino acids can be found in (48).147

3.2. Spatial motifs148

There are strong specific helix-helix and strand-strand interactions that149

can be detected through computational analysis. Interactions between TM150

helices and between strands as well as their overall assembly are the structural151

basis of sequence motifs. A global view on how TM helices interact spatially152
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was obtained in a comprehensive study of interacting helical pairs, in which153

pairs of helices were clustered by their shape similarity (49). It was found154

that just five clusters accounts for about 74% of all observed interacting155

helical pairs. These clusters can be rationalized in simple principles of helix-156

helix packing that goes back to Crick (50). The recurring geometric patterns157

of helix-helix interactions were organized into a library of spatial motifs of158

interacting helical pairs (49). The classification of spatial motifs and the159

library of interacting helical pairs lead to important understanding of the160

structural organization rule of helix assembly (40). This approach also proved161

to be invaluable in predicting membrane protein structures (40).162

Somewhat similar approach was adopted by Martin et al for β-barrel163

membrane proteins. From the decomposition of known structures of β-barrel164

membrane proteins, a library of four residue fragment were constructed (51).165

It was found that there are strong preferences for different fragments to be166

located at different regions, and there are also specific preferences for inter-167

strand contacts between these fragments (51).168

Another approach for discovery of spatial motifs of interacting residues169

is by comparing the frequency of observed appearance of certain spatial pat-170

terns of interacting residues with the frequency of what would be expected171

by random chance if there were no specific interhelical or interstrand inter-172

actions (52; 30; 44). The serine-zipper spatial motif (Fig 2a) was found in173

cytochrome c oxidase and in erythropoietin receptor (53; 54), where multi-174

ple repeated S-S interacting pairs form a large number of H-bonds (52). The175

placement of these small Ser ensure close packing between helices (55; 49).176

The polar clamps spatial motif (Fig 2b) involves three residues located on two177
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helices, where a residue capable of forming two or more H-bonds is clamped178

by H-bonds formed with two residues (53). This motif is highly conserved179

among G-protein coupled receptors, and likely contributed to stability and180

specificity of the assembly of TM helices (53).181

A systematic analysis of triplet interactions involving three-residues re-182

vealed a number of additional spatial motifs, such as A-G-F and A-G-G (Fig183

2c) (52). These well-defined spatial conformations exist on helices of unre-184

lated proteins with similar parallel/antiparallel orientation and similar cross-185

ing angles (52). Often, well-known sequence motifs such as GG4 and AG4186

participate in these higher order motifs of interaction (52).187

In β-barrel membrane proteins, Trp and Tyr residues are found to form a188

frequently occurring motif through non-H-bonded interaction (Fig 2d). The189

spatial motif aromatic rescue consists of interacting G-Y residues and G-F190

residues across neighboring strands (30). The Tyr residue adopts an un-191

usual rotamer and covers the backbone of Gly through H-bonding (Fig 2e).192

This motif stabilizes the protein structure by mitigates the instability Gly193

causes, as it prevents exposure of the backbone around Gly to solvent, at194

the same time minimizing exposure of aromatic ring to the solvent (56; 30).195

Experimental studies on similar motifs in soluble proteins showed that they196

contribute significantly to protein stability and affect folding dynamics (57).197

Other spatial motifs found in β-barrel membrane proteins are discussed198

in (30).199
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4. Patterns of Evolution in Membrane Proteins, Contact Predic-200

tion, and Functional Classification201

Both sequence and spatial motifs are products of selection pressure on202

membrane proteins throughout evolution, either for structural integrity or203

for biological function. As evolution is a general driving force of biological204

machineries, we discuss how patterns of evolution of membrane proteins can205

be detected and how they can be used for biological predictions.206

Scoring matrices and patterns of residue substitutions. An essential compu-207

tational tool for membrane protein studies is sequence alignment (58; 59),208

which is used in database searches for homologous proteins. A key compo-209

nent of sequence alignment is the scoring matrix for quantification of sequence210

similarity.211

Standard scoring matrices such as Blosum and Pam used in default212

NCBI sequence alignment were derived from soluble proteins (60; 61), and are213

inappropriate for membrane protein studies. Overall, membrane proteins are214

under unique physicochemical constraints, and experience selection pressure215

very different from that of soluble proteins. The patterns of allowed and216

forbidden substitutions at different positions of the transmembrane segments217

are different from that of soluble proteins. Scoring matrices therefore need218

to be specifically designed to capture the evolutionary pressure experienced219

by the TM segments.220

A number of specialized scoring matrices have been developed for helical221

membrane proteins, including the Slim and the Phat matrices. Their ap-222

plications result in significant improvement in identifying homologs of mem-223

brane protein (62; 63). These scoring matrices, however, are inappropri-224
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ate for β-barrel membrane protein studies. As the lipid bilayer of bacterial225

outer membrane has different composition (eg., the presence of lipopolysac-226

charides, LPSs), there are significant differences in the selection pressure227

experienced between helical and barrel membrane proteins. Results of a rig-228

orous test showed that scoring matrices Slim and Phat designed for helical229

membrane proteins misidentified soluble proteins and random sequences as230

β-barrel membrane proteins (64).231

Customized specific scoring matrices can be derived based on a gen-232

eral framework for analyzing amino acid residue substitutions (65). Using233

a continuous-time Markov process to model amino acid substitution and a234

Bayesian Monte Carlo estimation algorithm (65), the instantaneous substitu-235

tion rates of residues in the TM-segments of β-barrel membrane proteins were236

estimated (64). Scoring matrices specific for different evolutionary time were237

then derived from the estimated rates (Fig 3), and were shown to have sig-238

nificantly improved sensitivity and specificity in detecting remote homologs239

of β-barrel membrane proteins (64). As the estimated substitution rates en-240

code probability of exchanges between different residue pairs, they can also241

be used to suggest design of mutagenesis studies.242

A remaining open question is whether evolutionary patterns are suffi-243

ciently similar between bacterial and mitochondrial β-barrel membrane pro-244

teins, and whether the same scoring matrices would capture their common245

evolutionary selection pressure. As machineries and mechanisms involved in246

the assembly of both bacterial and mitochondrial β-barrel membrane protein247

are quite similar (66; 67; 68), their substitution patterns in the TM strands248

may be very similar. Further computational study is required to resolve this249
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issue.250

Another widely used empirical approach to extract evolutionary informa-251

tion from sequences is using the method of Psi-blast (69). Evolutionary252

information of the transmembrane segments are implicitly encoded in search253

results, and can be organized into a profile or a position specific weighted254

matrices (69). Such information can be effectively used to develop machine255

learning method, for example, as input data in the construction of a Hidden256

Markov Model or training a neural network for predicting the topology of257

transmembrane helices (70; 18).258

Lipid binding sites are evolutionarily conserved. Phospholipid molecules are259

not only building blocks of membrane, they also play important roles in influ-260

encing the topology, folding, and assembly of membrane proteins, as well as261

in modulating their biological functions (71). By estimating the site-specific262

ratio of synonymous vs. non-synonymous substitution of the underlying DNA263

sequences, selection pressure experienced at individual amino acid positions264

can be measured (72). It was found that among lipid-facing residues, there265

are specific lipid binding sites that are evolutionarily conserved. These in-266

clude the cholesterol-binding sites in β2-adrenergic receptor and in Na-K267

ATPase, the cardiolipin binding site in formate dehydrogenase-N, and the268

PG binding site in the KcsA potassium channel (72).269

Discovery of packing interaction and predicting functional classes of mem-270

brane proteins from evolutionary analysis. If a particular mutation affects the271

stability or the function of the protein, another mutation might occur at a272

different position to compensate the effects of the original mutation (73; 74).273
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This phenomenon of co-evolution of residues has been exploited for identi-274

fication of packing interfaces between helices (75; 76) and for detection of275

residues that mediates gating in voltage-dependent potassium channels (77).276

Evolutionary information can also help to understand the function and277

classes of poorly characterized membrane proteins, such as those obtained278

from large scale genome and meta genome sequencing projects (78; 79). For279

example, there are now a large number of new sequences homologous to ar-280

chaeal retinal-containing rhodopsin-like proteins found in marine bacteria,281

fungi, and unicellular algae (80). However, there is a lack of understand-282

ing of basic aspects of the biology of these sequences. Structures of known283

bacterial rhodopsins and evolutionary information contained in the homolo-284

gous sequences helped to predict and delineate the functional relationship of285

these rhodopsin-like proteins (81). Although retinal-binding rhodopsins fold286

in similar structures, the residue make-up of the retinal-binding pockets may287

be tuned to adapt to different biological functions. Using residue fragments288

that form the retinal-binding pocket and amino acid substitution matrices289

derived specifically for the retinal-binding pockets, a relationship tree was290

obtained that groups rhodopsins by their biological function. This tree char-291

acterizes well rhodopsins with known functions, and predicts the functions of292

uncharacterized rhodpsin-like sequences (81). For example, Gloeobacter vio-293

laceus rhodopsin was grouped into the same branch as the xantorhodopsin294

from Salinibacter ruber, which uses carotenoids for light harvesting in the295

blue-green region of the light spectrum (82). Subsequent experimental stud-296

ies showed that G. violaceus rhodopsin indeed binds specifically a carotenoid297

molecule, which functions as an antenna for light-harvesting (83).298
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5. Hydrophobicity scale from measurement and from calculation299

The physical forces that hold membrane proteins together are of funda-300

mental interests (84; 85; 86; 87; 88; 39; 89). Below we discuss experimentally301

measured hydrophobicity scale and how they are useful for computational302

studies. We also discuss equivalent scales derived from analysis of structures303

and sequences of membrane proteins, as well as their applications.304

5.1. Insertion free energy and hydrophobicity scale305

Extensive studies have been carried out to measure the free energy of306

inserting a residue into the lipid membrane. By measuring partitioning of a307

model helix-forming peptide between water and a reference state, the free en-308

ergy of helix insertion into a membrane environment is obtained (90; 91; 85).309

As the environment of inserted helix is important, both membrane center310

and interface were taken as the reference state in measurements (90; 91; 92).311

Recently, the free energy contribution from individual amino acid for insert-312

ing a TM helix into the biological endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane via313

the Sec61 translocon were measured (93; 94; 28). The resulting insertion free314

energy scale, called the biological hydrophobicity scale or translocon scale,315

was the first free energy scale for insertion into a biological membrane. Very316

recently, the first water-to-bilayer transfer free energy scale measured in the317

context of a native membrane protein and lipid bilayer was reported (95).318

These experimentally derived insertion free energy scales (or hydrophobic319

scale) have been used effectively in computational studies of membrane pro-320

teins. For example, both the Wimley-White whole residue octanol scale and321

interface scale can be used to accurately predict TM helices in membrane322
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protein (96; 97). The biological hydrophobicity scale was also successfully323

used in predicting membrane protein topology, with the topology of 79% of324

a set of 123 membrane protein chains predicted correctly, which is better or325

comparable to hidden Markov model based methods (29).326

Similar hydrophobic scales have also been developed computationally327

through statistical analysis of known structures of membrane proteins (7; 2;328

98; 99; 30; 100; 36). The main idea is to estimate the ratio of the frequency329

of observing an amino acid residue in the TM segment vs what would be330

expected by random chance (101; 102). Similar to experimentally measured331

scale, the empirical hydrophobic scale can also be made dependent on the332

local helical position of the residue (103; 100), as well as the random model333

for expected frequency, which is equivalent to the reference states in experi-334

mental studies (102; 43; 44). For example, both computed and measured free335

energy costs of embedding Asn and Gln strongly depends on their location in336

the TM helix (103). An empirically derived statistical potential function has337

been successfully applied in genome wide prediction of membrane proteins,338

with test results indicating an accuracy of 99% (35; 36). Such potential func-339

tion can also be used to estimate the tilt angle of a TM helix with respect340

to the bilayer normal, and to select amino acids in membrane protein design341

studies (100).342

5.2. Predicting lipid facing regions of membrane proteins343

Empirical hydrophobicity scale can be used to predict lipid-facing regions344

of membrane proteins. From structural analysis, it was found that there are345

strong preference for certain residues to face the headgroup and the hydro-346

carbon core regions of the lipid membrane (99). For example, Lys, Arg, Trp ,347
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Phe and Leu prefer to face the head-group region of the lipid bilayer instead348

of facing other helices, whereas Ile, Leu, Phe and Val prefer to face the hy-349

drocarbon core region of the lipid bilayer. Small and polar residues are more350

likely to be buried inside the helical bundles and are lipophobic. In addition,351

it was found that Trp is frequently found in the hydrocarbon region, with352

its side-chain forming extensive interactions with residues on neighboring he-353

lices (99). This finding was consistent with subsequent experimental study354

in which it was found that Trp strongly supports self-assembly of TM he-355

lices, especially when placed on the g-position of the standard heptad. This356

position facilitates the side chain of Trp to interacting with neighboring he-357

lices (104). Overall, buried or interior-facing residues are significantly more358

polar and, hence, lipophobic, than the exterior residues (105). This lipopho-359

bic effect may play a general role in the folding and assembly of membrane360

proteins by encouraging the overall aggregation of TM helices, with the fi-361

nal structure determined through more specific interhelical H-bond, packing362

interactions, and loop constraints (105).363

The lipid preferences of residues were quantified as a specialized empiri-364

cal propensity scale called TMlip (for TransMembrane helix-LIPid) poten-365

tial (99). TMlip was successfully used to predict the orientation of TM366

helices relative to the phospholipid bilayer (106). Based on a canonical367

model of the coiled-coil heptad repeat and the combination of the TM-368

lip propensity and evolutionary information, a computational method called369

Lips (LIPid-facing Surface (105) can predict helical surface patches inter-370

facing lipid molecules at 88% accuracy. Other studies based on surface371

propensity scale and evolutionary information also reported excellent re-372
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sults (77; 107; 108; 109). A recent study that integrates evolutionary profiles373

and propensities for both membrane exposed residues and solvent exposed374

residues reported excellent performance (110).375

The Lips method is also useful in detecting inconsistencies in the struc-376

tures of membrane proteins, such as the two structures of cytochrome b6f377

complex (105). It has also been used to aid in methods of template-free pro-378

tein structure prediction (111), as well as in suggesting experimental stud-379

ies (112). Further development based on TMlip potentials allowed the de-380

velopment of the Rants method (for RANking of Transmembrane helices by381

Solvent accessibility) (106). Predictions made by Rants have been shown to382

be useful in designing experiments to identify interior facing residues and im-383

portant polar interactions in the anion transporter SulP protein family (112).384

6. Interactions between helices and between strands385

6.1. Physical bases of interhelical and interstrand interactions386

Physical forces beyond single body or insertion free energy are also at387

play in stabilizing membrane proteins. These include multibody interactions388

involving two or more helices or strands.389

Polar interactions. Polar residues buried in the membrane environment likely390

contribute significantly for maintaining the stability of membrane proteins391

and their functions (85; 113; 114; 53; 103). Introduction of a single Asn,392

Asp, Glu or Gln in the TM segment can provide sufficiently strong driving393

force for helical self-association (113; 114). A survey of known membrane394

protein structures showed that polar and ionizable residues form extensive395
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H-bond connections between TM helices, as virtually all TM helices form396

one or more interhelical H-bond (53).397

Due to extreme experimental difficulty, quantitative assessment of the398

magnitude of the H-bond energy in the transmembrane environment became399

available only recently through elegant studies of double-mutant cycle anal-400

ysis (115). The average energy of side-chain H-bond interactions is found to401

be modest (−0.6 kcal/mol). It is possible that the unfolded state of mem-402

brane proteins may already have H-bond largely satisfied through alternative403

interactions (116), as the polarity of the interior of both membrane and sol-404

uble proteins are quite similar (99). The apparent contribution of H-bond405

for specific helical interactions in membrane protein seems to vary signifi-406

cantly (115).407

Other interactions. Other physical forces important for the assembly of TM408

helices include side chains packing, overall helical packing with small residues409

at helical-helical interfaces, aromatic interactions, and salt bridges (98; 117;410

118; 119; 89; 120; 121). For β-barrel membrane proteins, the classical411

model of β-strand interactions of β-sheets, in which backbone H-bond, side-412

chain interactions, and weak H-bond stabilize neighboring strands, works413

well (122; 123; 30) (Fig 4a-c). The energetic contributions of H-bond and414

residues in the aromatic girdles of TM strands in the protein OmpA have415

been measured (124; 125). Recently, it was found that specific interactions416

between lipid and the TM strands of protein FhuA also provide significant417

stability to the TM domain (72). Based on the TMsip potential function418

and the reduced state space, it was found that strands 7–9 form the most419

unstable region in the protein FhuA, and strand 8, which runs through the420
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middle of the LPS-binding site, has the highest energy. These strands are421

stabilized by biding a lipid molecule.422

Mechanical and thermal stability. Inter-helical and inter-strand interactions423

are also the major source of the mechanical stability of membrane protein,424

as shown by unfolding experiments of bacteriorhodopsin using atomic force425

microscopy and single-molecule force spectroscopy (126). In addition, these426

physical forces can be directly linked to protein stability as measured by427

the calculated melting temperatures of β-barrel membrane proteins (127)428

(Fig 4a-c and Fig 5).429

6.2. Empirical potential function for biological understanding430

A number of empirical potential functions have been developed for helix-431

helix interactions. In an early study, pairwise potential function based on432

statistics of known structures was successfully used to predict super-secondary433

structures of several packed small TM helices (128). Based on an atomic434

probabilistic model and packing contacts detected through Delaunay trian-435

gulation of membrane protein structures, a potential function for helix inter-436

action called Mhip (for membrane helical interfacial pairwise propensity) was437

developed (98). By combining packing and helix contact analyses, Eilers et438

al developed an interfacial propensity scale for prediction of the relative ori-439

entation of TM helices (129). Dobbs et al developed a potential function for440

predicting inter-helical packing based on optimized discrimination of native441

helix-helix interactions from Monte Carlo generated decoy structures (130).442

Further development includes distance-based empirical potential that works443

well in predicting anchoring helix pairs (131). An interhelical contact poten-444
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tial was developed using a reduced alphabet of four amino acid types, which445

can discriminate native structures from many decoy conformations (132).446

Another empirical pairwise potential function for helical interaction was a447

major component of the force field used in the Rosetta structure predic-448

tion method (111; 133; 134).449

General mechanisms to stabilize β barrel membrane proteins. For β-barrel450

membrane proteins, an empirical potential function called the TMsip (for451

TransMembrane Strand Interaction Propensity) potential has been devel-452

oped based on the canonical interaction model of β-sheet (122; 123; 30). Its453

null model is the rigorous permutation model discussed earlier. The TMsip454

potential function can be used to identify weakly stable region in the TM455

domain (127). Analysis of these weakly stable regions revealed four general456

mechanisms that β-barrel membrane proteins use to stabilize the TM do-457

main (Fig 5): the well-known in-plug mechanism, as seen in FhuA (135), in458

which an inter-strand loop or a separate domain folds back and plug into459

the interior barrel to stabilize the TM barrel; the out-clamp mechanism as460

seen in PagP and hemolysin, in which a secondary structural element such461

as a helix outside the barrel stabilizes the TM barrel (136; 127), the newly462

discovered mechanism of specific lipid binding, in which the unstable region463

of the TM barrel is stabilized through specific strong binding with the LPS464

lipid molecule (72), as well as the mechanism of protein-protein interactions465

with which weakly stable regions are stabilized by another membrane pro-466

tein (127).467

Empirical potential function can also help to gain biological understand-468

ing. There are many examples where excellent agreement were reported469
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between results obtained using experimentally derived free energy scale and470

those obtained using empirical potential function. For example, the mea-471

sured free energy scales of inserting amino acid residues embedded in a helix472

into the endoplasmic reticulum agrees well with free-energy profiles derived473

from statistical analysis of membrane protein structures (28).474

Understanding Arg in transmembrane segment from insertion energy and em-475

pirical potential function . Multiple Arg residues are found in the S4 trans-476

membrane helix of KvAP ion channel and other related channel proteins,477

and are likely to be important in sensing membrane depolarization and me-478

diating channel gating (137; 138). Intuitively, these ionizable residues found479

in the hydrophobic core of lipid membrane would be energetically costly, and480

it is important to understand the physical basis of their locations. There is481

significant discrepancy in free energy of inserting Arg into the hydrophobic482

core when measured experimentally vs when calculated from molecular dy-483

namics (MD) simulation (93; 139; 140; 141; 95). It was found that extra484

helices facilitate the retainment of hydration water molecules, which reduces485

solvation cost significantly (142). It was also suggested that part of the dis-486

crepancy may be because MD simulation does not account for the tendency487

of Arg side chain to snorkel towards the membrane-water interface (141). Al-488

though simulations are carried out using physics based force field, the large489

number of parameters involved and the difficulty in ensuring full sampling of490

an equilibrium ensemble of conformations may be sources of non-negligible491

errors (92; 141).492

Hydrophobicity scale and empirical potential function can offer signifi-493

cant insight. According to the analysis of Hristova and Wimley using the494
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experimentally derived Wimley-White scale (92), less than two Ala to Leu495

substitutions are required to compensate for one Ala to Arg substitution. It496

was found that it is easier to insert Arg in the interface region than the core497

of the bilayer (92).498

The occurrence of Arg in hydrophobic core can also be understood through499

empirical potential function. Important favorable interactions across neigh-500

boring helices/strands often exist (98; 53; 103; 132), and such context de-501

pendent interactions will significantly modify the overall free energy of the502

protein. Since measured insertion free energy scales were mostly based on503

studies designed with single TM helices, the observed occurrence of Arg in504

the hydrophobic core of natural membrane proteins can be better interpreted505

with additional consideration incorporating inter-helical and inter-strand in-506

teractions.507

This can be illustrated by analyzing the energetic consequence of embed-508

ding an Arg residue in the TM segment of a β-barrel membrane protein using509

the empirical potential function TMsip (Fig 4) (30). Arg in β-barrel mem-510

brane proteins facing inside the β-barrel pore is energetically favorable, but511

very unfavorable when facing the lipid membrane (30). Through interstrand512

interactions, there are three additional types of interactions that are major513

contributors to the stability of TM β-strands, namely, strong H-bond between514

main chain (C-O· · ·H-N), side-chain interaction (R· · ·R) including side chain515

H-bond, and weak H-bonds between C-O· · ·H-Cα (122; 123; 30). According516

to the recently updated version of the TMsip scale incorporating additional517

structural data, Arg can be stabilized by main chain H-bond interactions518

with Ala, Trp, Val, and Thr, if they are located on appropriate positions of519
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the neighboring strands (30). Since side chain H-bonds are known to con-520

tribute only modestly to the overall stability of membrane proteins (143),521

the context dependent main chain H-bond interactions are likely the main522

contributors that modifies the single-body energetics of Arg insertion.523

According to TMsip, Arg is only slightly energetically unfavorable in the524

extracellular interfacial region, but is highly unfavorable in the hydrophobic525

core region and the periplasmic interfacial region (30). As Arg residue is526

inserted from the periplasmic side into the lipid bilayer, favorable main-chain527

H-bond interactions with Ala, Trp, Val, and Thr located on neighboring528

strands may compensate for the unfavorable insertion of Arg (Fig 4). This529

compensation effect would facilitate the translocation of Arg towards the530

more favorable extracellular interface in β-barrel membrane protein.531

Experimentally measured insertion free energy derived from studies of532

single helix experiments can be regarded as one-body energetics, and the533

equivalent empirical potential function are hydrophobic scale involving only534

a single residue and its depth in the membrane environment. An accurate ac-535

count of the full energetics of residues in the context of a wild type membrane536

protein needs also incorporate the effects of inter-helical or inter-strand inter-537

actions, namely, the two-body interactions. It is possible that higher order538

cooperative effects may also be relevant (52; 39).539

In a recent study, the free energy changes in a wild type membrane pro-540

tein were measured when an Ala was replaced with each of the 20 amino541

acids (95). This is the first time such measurements were made in wild type542

membrane protein placed in a lipid bilayer. Although Trp fluorescence was543

employed in experimental measurement, and Glu and Asp are mostly likely544
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in the protonated state at the experimental condition, free energy changes545

of replacing Ala with the other residue types provide a wealth of quantita-546

tive information about membrane protein stability. It was found that Arg547

substitution incurs only a modest free energy cost (95). Although the anal-548

ysis of this study was based on a simple one-body additive insertion energy549

model, interstrand interactions that is context dependent at the host position550

is likely to be non-negligible in wild type membrane proteins. The wealth551

of information provided in studies such as (95) can be used for alternative552

analyses using a statistical mechanical model (127) that considers context de-553

pendent interstrand interactions as well as non-native conformations, which554

works well to account for observed nonlinear and non-additive effects.555

7. Predicting Structure of Membrane Protein556

7.1. Irregular structures and their prediction557

An idealized model of helical membrane proteins is that of an assembly558

of highly hydrophobic helices connected by loops, with orientations perpen-559

dicular to the membrane plane. This is the model upon which many suc-560

cessful hidden Markov model (HMM) methods for topology prediction were561

based (144). However, recent structures showed that there are many irregular562

structures. Transmembrane helices are often kinked at varying length and563

tilt angle (145; 146). In the water-membrane interfacial regions, there may564

exist amphipathic α-helices parallel to the membrane plane (147; 148). In565

addition, there exists re-entrant regions that enter and leave the membrane566

from the same side of the transmembrane region (149).567

About 44% of TM helices have kinks, with 35% of which associated with568
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Pro residue, and others with Ser and Gly at the center of the kink (150;569

151). Kinks are likely to be important for membrane protein function, as570

they provide locations for movement such as hinge bending, and introduces571

structural diversity even among members of the same protein family. It was572

suggested that Pro in ancestral proteins may have initiated such kinks (152).573

TM helices subsequently were stabilized through evolution to an extent that574

the maintenance of the kinked conformation no longer required the presence575

of Pro residues (152). Molecular dynamics simulation of single TM helix has576

been successful in identifying many kinks (151). In a study of 405 TM helices,577

it was found that 79% of the proline kinks, 59% of the vestigial proline kinks,578

and 18% of the non-proline helical kinks can be reproduced from 1 ns of MD579

simulation (151).580

A study of the re-entrant regions using the technique of principal compo-581

nent analysis for dimension reduction revealed that these regions have dis-582

tinct amino acid composition (149). As many re-entrant regions are found in583

transporters, Gly and Ala are abundantly found in this region (149). In addi-584

tion, Ser and Thr are also enriched (153). Hidden Markov models developed585

based on these patterns can now predict the re-entrant regions successfully586

at 70-75% accuracy (149; 153).587

7.2. Comparative three-dimensional model of membrane protein structure588

If the structure of a homologous membrane protein exists, comparative589

or homology structural model can be built based on the template struc-590

ture (154; 155). This technique has been applied fruitfully to study the591

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), an important receptor for cellular sig-592

nal transduction (155; 156). When a template structure is identified and a593
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quality alignment is obtained, a specialized comparative modeling method594

Medeller can identify a reliable core structure, and build a structural595

model by extending the core to other TM region and to the loop region (157).596

This approach showed higher accuracy in modeled structure than generic ho-597

mology modeling methods. For β-barrel membrane proteins, the TMBPro598

method takes predicted secondary structures and evaluate their overall en-599

ergy to each structural template containing the same number of strands (158).600

Combined with conformational search via simulated annealing for the lowest601

energy alignment of the sequence to the structural template, the confor-602

mation with the lowest overall energy can be taken as the predicted struc-603

ture (158). It is expected that improvement in alignment and detection of604

remote homologs can be obtained through usage of customized scoring matri-605

ces (64; 159). This will allow further leverage of current knowledge of existing606

membrane protein structures, at a rate of about 130 proteins per template607

structure (159). Furthermore, these scoring matrices are found to be useful608

for identifying mitochondria outer membrane proteins in eukaryotes (159).609

7.3. Template-free prediction of membrane protein structure610

A more challenging task in structure prediction is when there is no known611

structures that can serve as the template structure. That is, none of the612

homologous proteins have known structures. The Rosetta de novo protein613

structure prediction method has been extended to predict structures of helical614

membrane proteins, without the need of a template structure (111; 133; 134),615

although no template-free methods currently exist that can predict structures616

of β-barrel membrane proteins.617

Using an empirical potential function that combines van der Waals in-618
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teraction, backbone torsional force, electrostatic interaction, and orientation619

dependent H-bond interaction, Barth et al developed a method based on620

Rosetta Monte Carlo sampling that can successfully recover the side chain621

conformations of membrane proteins, can model distorted TM helices, and622

can predict the conformation of glycophorin A interface (133). Further pre-623

diction of likely interacting helical pairs with a large sequence separation624

was obtained from a carefully constructed library of interacting helical pairs625

and the evolutionary profiles of the two helices. With such predicted inter-626

helical geometry and co-factor coordination when available to restrict the627

conformational space, Barth et al successfully predicted three dimensional628

structures of a divers set of membrane proteins with different size, topolo-629

gies, and biological functions, with excellent results at the level of about 4 Å630

in RMSD (134).631

7.4. Structure prediction through combined experimental and computational632

studies633

Partial experimental information that is insufficient on its own right for634

structure determination can be very effective in guiding computational pre-635

diction methods towards a much smaller feasible space for conformational636

search. An important form of experimental data is coarse grained density637

map of cryo-electron microscopy at medium-resolution (7-10 Å ), in which638

helices are better resolved as rods than strands and loops. By placing pre-639

dicted helices into the density rods for helices and adding modeled loops,640

the overall structures of helical membrane proteins can be predicted in some641

cases with much improved resolution, although this method hinges upon the642

correct prediction of helices (160). Combining CryoEM data with evolution-643
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ary information, the Cα-trace model of the transmembrane domain of human644

copper transporter 1 was also successfully constructed (119; 161).645

Another approach is to integrate experimental mutagenesis data into the646

structure prediction protocol by biasing the selection of the final model647

towards those that are consistent with the experimental mutagenesis re-648

sults. This approach has been applied successfully to predict the struc-649

ture of the transmembrane domain of the homodimeric BNIP3 (162) and650

the heterodimeric structure of complete αIIb and β3 complex (163). How-651

ever, significant amount of experimental data are required, and therefore652

this approach is best-suited for well studied membrane proteins. A general653

theoretical framework to generate protein structures that satisfy different654

experimentally derived restraints described in (164) may be useful for such655

tasks.656

8. Beyond Structure Prediction: Ensemble Properties, Protein-657

Protein Interactions, and Protein Design658

Great progresses have been made in predicting structures of membrane659

proteins. However, many important problems in membrane protein studies660

require information beyond that of a single native structure. Below we first661

discuss studies on the ensemble nature of conformations of membrane pro-662

teins, which is the basis of their thermodynamics properties. We also discuss663

prediction of oligomerization state and protein-protein interactions. In addi-664

tion, we discuss future development in protein design, in which computational665

studies will likely make significant contributions.666
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8.1. Ensemble Nature of Membrane Protein Structure and Their Thermody-667

namic Properties668

There are many important questions beyond the knowledge of a single669

predicted structure. For example, do membrane proteins exist in multiple670

conformations (Fig 4)? What are their associated probabilities? How ther-671

modynamic properties can be calculated from ensemble properties of confor-672

mations? How do dynamic transitions occur among these conformations and673

how such changes may contribute to the observed biological functions?674

In the study of β-barrel membrane proteins, progresses have been made675

in addressing some of these questions (127). Because of the relatively regular676

pattern in strand interactions, the conformational space of TM strands can677

be effectively modeled using a simplified state-space model (30). By assuming678

a reduced conformational space in which each strand can slide up or down679

for a total of 7 positions, one can enumerate all possible conformations and680

calculate the energy value for each conformation. Thermodynamic properties681

of the transmembrane domain can then be computed (127). Fig 5 depicts682

one such thermodynamic property, namely, the relative melting temperature683

calculated for the TM domains of a number of β-barre membrane proteins.684

Role of nonnative and alternative conformations. It is important to consider685

non-native conformations in computing thermodynamic properties of mem-686

brane proteins. Although it was not immediately obvious why TM strands687

would not always adopt the ground state conformation, as it would be very688

costly to break all the H-bonds to move up or down to a different register,689

experimental results on PagP showed that there can be significant conforma-690

tional change when different detergent is present (165). In fact, alternative691
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conformations with low energy may serve as obligate on-pathway transient692

states (166).693

Recent studies in helical membrane protein demonstrated the flexible694

nature of transmembrane helices, which contain many kinks, bulges, and695

re-entrant loops (149; 167; 150). Furthermore, the spatial close proxim-696

ity among newly synthesized TM helices during co-tranlational insertion to697

membrane suggests that there may exist interhelical interactions even in the698

early stage of membrane protein folding (168). For example, several experi-699

mentally determined TM helices in Gltph glutamate transporter were found700

not to have lowest free energy of insertion in wild type protein, and the701

segment with both measured and predicted lowest free energy has signifi-702

cant position displacement compared to the wild type protein (168). These703

findings suggest that TM helices may shift positions dramatically during the704

folding and oligomerization process, which may be important for bringing705

functionally important polar residues into places.706

Overall, the population of alternative conformational states may play707

important roles in determining the final native structure and function of708

membrane protein, and in ensuring the overall stability and robustness of709

the cell machineries in which membrane proteins are important components.710

8.2. Protein-Protein Interactions711

A genomic scale survey of domain combinations of helical membrane pro-712

teins suggested that membrane proteins exist mostly as single domains, and713

oligomerization within the membrane may be the general mechanism for714

membrane proteins to gain new biological functions (169; 170). For GPCRs,715

characterizing their oligomerization state is of considerable importance (171).716
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Computational docking and molecular dynamics simulations have been ap-717

plied in gaining insight into the oligomerization state and in delineating the718

protein-protein interface (see ref (171) for a recent review).719

The oligomerization state of β-barrel membrane proteins can be accu-720

rately predicted computationally (127). Based on the TMsip empirical po-721

tential function and the reduced conformational state model, it was found722

that the average deviation in energy of the unstable strands from the mean of723

all strands serves as an excellent predictor of the overall oligomerization state724

of the membrane protein. In a leave-one out blind test of 25 non-homologous725

β-membrane proteins, in which each of the protein is taken in turn for testing,726

while the remaining 24 proteins used for model construction, excellent results727

are obtained in predicting the oligomeric state. As subsequently realized that728

protein FhuA can exist in dimeric form, the predictions of the oligomeriza-729

tion state for these 25 β-barrel membrane proteins are 100% accurate with730

100% specificity (172; 127). These predictions are robust, as the outcome731

does not depend on specific choice of structures used in the construction of732

the energy function. Furthermore, as structural information is not essential733

for such predictions, the oligomerization state can also be predicted quite734

successful even when only sequence information is employed (127): The ac-735

curacy and specificity are 96% and 94% when only sequence information is736

used (127), respectively, with the consideration that protein FhuA indeed737

form a dimer (172).738

The interface of protein-protein interaction for β-barrel membrane pro-739

teins can also be predicted (127). Based on the observation that the protein-740

protein interface is enriched with weakly stable strands, interfaces can be741
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predicted either with the knowledge of the structure where high accuracy742

can be achieved, or with sequence information only where accuracy is slightly743

degraded (Fig 6). Another approach based on the machine learning method744

of random forest can also predict residues located in the protein-protein in-745

terface accurately (173).746

Success in predicting the oligomerization state and in identifying protein-747

protein interaction interface in the TM domain will likely reveal novel in-748

sight into the mechanism of many membrane proteins. For β-barrel mem-749

brane proteins, mutations can be suggested that would strongly affect the750

oligomerization state (Fig 6, inlet). It is conceivable that protein-protein in-751

terface for eukaryotic membrane proteins can also be predicted, and mutants752

with different oligomerization behavior can be engineered. For example, the753

eukaryotic proteins VDAC found in mitochondria oligomerizes during the754

induction of apoptosis (174). Predicted oligomerization site on VDAC can755

aid in experimental design of studies to identify key residues involved in756

VDAC oligomerization. Such investigations will be important for studying757

the underlying mechanism of apoptosis (174; 175).758

8.3. Design and engineering of membrane proteins759

De novo design of membrane proteins and inhibitors. De novo protein de-760

sign and protein engineering aim to produce proteins with new or enhanced761

activity and stability. Although significant progress has been made in recent762

years (176), there are only a limited number of reported successes in de novo763

membrane protein design. The most promising approach is to extend compu-764

tational methods used for the design of globular proteins. This approach lead765

to the successful design of a four helix bundle membrane protein engineered766
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to bind two Fe(II/III) diphenylporphyrins in a bis-His geometry. This de-767

signed membrane protein forms a channel capable of transmembrane electron768

transfer (177). There has also been significant progress in the design of small769

peptides that target the transmembrane proteins and inhibit protein-protein770

interactions in the TM domain (178). Anti-αIIb peptide that targets the771

transmembrane domain of the α subunit of the integrin αIIbβ3 disrupts the772

heteromeric helix-helix interactions. The specificity of the designed anti-αIIb773

was validated both in vitro and in vivo (178; 179).774

Engineering stability and oligomerization state of membrane proteins. As775

more structures of membrane proteins become available, improved under-776

standing of their organizational principles has led to efforts in engineering777

membrane proteins with improved protein stability (180). For example, a778

metal binding site was engineered in the mastoparan X protein, an am-779

phiphilic α-helix that is too short to form a stable helix in water. This780

newly acquired metal binding ability stabilizes the helical structure of the781

protein, and increased the binding and lysis ability of the protein to the782

membrane (181). Longer transmembrane regions were also engineered for783

the β-barrel membrane protein FhuA to match the hydrophobic cores of784

thick polymeric membranes, with the goal for targeted drug delivery (182).785

There have also been successes in engineering stability of oligomerized786

membrane proteins. Using a statistical potential function, mutations that787

would stabilize or destabilize the dimeric interface of GPCRs were predicted788

based on a de novo designed rhodopsin homodimer model (183). These pre-789

dictions compared favorably with experimental studies (183). Computational790

study on β-barrel membrane protein has also suggested that oligomers form791
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primarily due to the instability of monomers. Such oligomerization can be792

altered by mutations that stabilize or destabilize the monomeric form of the793

β-barrel membrane protein (127).794

Geometry and selectivity. Success has also been reported on engineering the795

geometry of β-barrel membrane protein. Most β-barrel membrane proteins796

consist of an even number of strands, and β-hairpins are often thought as797

the basic repeating unit (184; 185). It is plausible that the evolution of β-798

barrel membrane proteins are based on the modularity of hairpin duplication799

and oligomeric assembly of these hairpins (185). Indeed, bacterial toxin α-800

hemolysin and the multidrug efflux system TolC forms β-barrel membrane801

protein upon oligomerization once multiple hairpins are inserted into the lipid802

membrane (186; 187). Arnold et al constructed an artificial β-barrel mem-803

brane protein by duplicating the sequence of 8-strand OmpX. The resulting804

protein has a pore size of that of a 16-strand porin based on single-channel805

conductance measurements (185).806

Pores with specially constructed filters have been successfully engineered807

to control the flow of ions and metabolites through the membrane bilayer.808

β-barrel membrane protein OmpF, which is slightly cation-selective due to809

the −1 net charge in the filter region, has been converted into Ca2+-selective810

channel by carefully mutating two Args located in the constriction zone to811

Glus (188). Similarly, aquaporin-1 filter was engineered to enhance proton812

conductance computationally and the results were subsequently confirmed by813

experiments (189). Dynamics of reconstituted native plugged FhuA channels814

in an ion-conducting state have been studied by adding 4M urea on the cis815

side, which reversibly unfolds the plug domain and open an ion-conducting816
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pathway that mimics the TonB dependent channel (190). Mutants of OmpF817

whose extracellular loops were deleted one at a time were also engineered to818

be pH insensitive (191).819

It is likely that the pace of designing membrane protein will accelerate,820

and many more novel membrane proteins with desirable biophysical proper-821

ties and novel or enhanced functions will be made.822

9. Conclusion823

We have summarized key aspects of computational studies of membrane824

proteins, including bioinformatics prediction of membrane proteins and their825

topology, the discovery and implication of sequence and spatial motifs, mem-826

brane protein evolution and the substitution patterns of amino acids in the827

TM domain, as well as the modeling of the underlying physical forces through828

empirical potential function. We have also discussed recent successes in829

structure prediction and in protein-protein interactions prediction, as well830

as progress in characterization of ensemble properties of membrane proteins.831

We believe that computational studies based on both the underlying physical832

forces as well as bioinformatics analysis of evolutionary signal will continue to833

make important contributions in understanding and manipulating membrane834

proteins that compliments experimental investigations.835
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Figure 1: The central dogma of molecular biology for membrane proteins (blue arrow) through

the monitor of a computer. The chain of amino acids folds through the mediation of the

translocon to a final stable low energy structure, with a specific topology (Section 2.2). The

goal of structure prediction is to derive the three-dimensional structure of a membrane protein

from its sequence (Section 7). The assembly of the helices in the transmembrane domains is

facilitated by interhelical interactions (Section 6) via sequence and spatial motifs (Section 3),

as well as protein lipid interactions (Sections 5.2 and 4). Membrane proteins also participate in

protein-protein interactions (Section 8.2) for biological functions. The evolutionary relationship

between membrane proteins can be detected through (multiple) sequence alignment, for which

an evolutionary model of substitutions of residues in the transmembrane domain is essential in

deriving specialized scoring matrices for alignment and for detection of homologs (Section 4).

With significant understanding of the organizing principles of membrane proteins, computa-

tional studies can be carried out to design membrane proteins with desired properties such as

functional selectivity (Section 8.3).
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Figure 2: Spatial motifs in α-helical and β-barrel membrane proteins: a) The serine zipper

in bovine cytochrome c oxidase (helices III and IV), in which H-bonds are formed between

S101-S156, S108-S149, and S115-S142. b) A polar clamp in bovine rhodopsin formed by

residues W161 and T160 from helix IV and by N78 from helix II. The side chain of W161 is

positioned such that its NE1 atom forms an H-bond with the OD1 atom from N78, while the

OG1 oxygen from T160 is H-bonded to one of ND hydrogens of N78. c) The A-G-G triplet

spatial motif interacting with GG4 sequential motif. Three helical pairs are from unrelated

proteins (1jb0: photosystem I; 1fx8: glycerol conducting channel; 1jpl: Clc chloride channel),

but all have similar parallel helical orientation with similar crossing angle values between -33

and -48 degrees. d) An instance of the WY non-H-bonded interaction motif in LamB. The

aromatic side-chains of Trp and Tyr show considerable contact interaction. e) An instance of

the GY strong H-bonded interaction motif in NspA. The protein has been tilted to show the

motif on the internal side of the barrel. The aromatic side-chain of Tyr interacts with the Gly

residue on the adjacent strand. This is an example of “aromatic rescue” (adapted from (30)).
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Figure 3: The scoring matrices representing the substitution probability between different

residues in transmembrane segments of β-barrel membrane proteins (bbTM) and α-helical

membrane proteins (according to the Phat and Slim matrices) (62; 63). The size of a

bubble is roughly proportional to the probability of substitution between the two corresponding

residues (adapted from (64)).
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Figure 4: Interactions of transmembrane strands in β-barrel membrane proteins and energetics

of embedding Arg in the transmembrane domain. a) A single β-strand inserted in the membrane

bilayer. Both experimental and computational potential functions show that the insertion

energy of amino acid varies with their depth in the bilayer. b) Three strands inserted in

the bilayer. Although the experimentally measured insertion scales derived from single helix

experiments are insightful, a complete picture of the energetics requires considering interactions

with neighboring strands/helices. c) An alternate conformation of the same three strands as

shown in b). A good computational model can assess how prevalent each conformations is,

and can estimate the associated probability. d) and e) show the pairwise interactions by the

TMsip potential function according to the β-sheet canonical model (122; 123) for the strands

shown in b) and c), respectively. Strong H-bonds between C-O· · ·H-N, weak H-bonds between

C-O· · ·H-Cα, and side-chain interactions are shown.
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Figure 5: The relative melting temperature of the transmembrane domains of 25 β-barrel

membrane proteins can be calculated by enumerating all possible conformations in a reduced

state space. Monomers that are stable without in-plugs and out-clamps, e.g., OmpA are

shown in dark blue. Monomers stabilized by small in-plugs, e.g., NalP are shown in light

blue. Monomers stabilized by out-clamps are represented by PagP and α-hemolysin (grey).

β-barrels that require oligomerization for stability, e.g., ScrY are shown in green. Monomers

stabilized by large in-plugs e.g FptA are shown in red. β-barrel membrane proteins can also

have specific protein-lipid interactions, e.g., FhuA (brown) that increase protein stability. All

stable monomers tend to have higher relative melting temperature and group towards the top

of the graph (adapted from (127)).
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Figure 6: The β-barrel membrane protein OmpF exists as a trimer, with strands 1-5 and

16 forming the protein-protein interaction (PPI) interface. The expected energy of the trans-

membrane domains of each of the β-strands is calculated using the TMsip statistical potential

function. The consecutive strands 1-6 and 15-16 have high expected energy and coincide with

the real PPI interface of the protein. Here high energy strands are also termed as weakly

stable. The accuracy of identifying the β-strands located in the PPI interface in a data set of

25 non-redundant β-barrel membrane proteins is 78% using structural information and 66%

using sequence information only. The right inset plots the contribution of each residue to the

stability of the protein. This can be used to suggest mutagenesis studies that aim to change

the stability of the protein (adapted from (127)).
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>Prediction of membrane proteins and topology, 

>Discovery of sequence and spatial motifs,  detection of evolutionary signal,  

>Empirical potential functions, 

>Structure predictions and ensemble properties, 

>Prediction of protein-protein interactions 
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